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Stars of the Week
Nursery - Nezar (am) for being fantastic in the play and Tehreem (pm) for working
hard. R1 - Imran for trying really hard to write his name. R2 - Zayaan for being the
lead role in our Christmas nativity. L1 - Zaigham for an amazing set of instructions in
literacy. L2 - Yahya for wonderful literacy work and for being a joy to have in class.
L3 - Hassan for using connectives in his writing about Blackpool. L4 - Aisha for trying
really hard to learn all her lines for Christingle. M1 - Hasinah for trying really hard
with 2-digit multiplication. M2 - Corey for trying hard to improve his presentation.
M3 - Mckenna for working well with others to solve a complex maths problem. M4 Leandre for super a literacy description. U1 - Hassan for great literacy work, U2 Maliaka for excellent work improving her writing. U3 - Faizan for incredible writing in
literacy. U4 - Sameeah for always giving her best and helping others.

Class of
Excellence

Best
Attendance

L1

M1
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Dates for your diary

7th Dec
Nursery children
are going to see
Jack & the
Beanstalk.

Homework Heroes

L1 - James
L3 - Haris
M1 - Ranea

8th Dec
EYFS Nativity

Santa's Grotto £3.50
entrance - gift and
souvenir photo.

Performances at
10.00 am and
2.00 pm.

Handwriting Stars

L2 - Ayra
L4 - Aisha
M2 - Alishah

M3 - Ayesha

M4 - Rida

U1 - Owais

U2 - Ella

U3 - Riana

7th & 8th
Dec

R1 - Abdul

R2 - Chris

L1 - James

L2 - Reegan

L3 - Fiza

L4 - Nathan

M1 - Holly

M2 - Deanna

M3 - Tazeem
U1 - Jemma

M4 - Sania
U2 - Kaushalya

U3 - Alisha

U4 - Mackenzie

U4 - Mackenzie
Have you seen
Buddy? He has been
up to no good again
today, knocking over
bowls of cereal in
breakfast club …
what a mess!

Mrs H Hafeji

Signed……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… Principal

